dp fuel tank services
Tank Cleaning & Gas-freeing
We safely gas free tanks to work on ourselves or for others to work on, and clean
tanks to extend their life, avoid or cure bio-fuel problems or preparatory to
excavation. We carry out work on everything from central heating tanks,
through service station tanks, to the largest industrial heavy oil tank.

Tank Removal & Excavation
We can remove any size fuel storage tank, from small heating oil tanks in
back gardens and virtually inaccessible cellars, through the largest
underground service station tanks to the largest above ground heavy oil
tanks. All tanks are gas freed for safety before we start work and thoroughly
cleaned before the metal is taken for recycling.

Demolition & Decommissioning
We have the in-house expertise to completely decommission any size of
fuel site, from the largest service station to the smallest private site. Give us the site and we will give you
back a decontaminated plot that is free of problems and ready for any kind of development.
If you are a demolition/building company, we will carry out
as much or as little work on the project as you require. We
will do the whole project or you can just use our expertise
to safely decommission the tanks.

Solid Filling Tanks
Where redundant underground tanks need to be made
permanently safe, but it is not practicable or cost effective
to remove them, we can solid fill them using approved
materials.

Removing Solid Filled Tanks
Often solid filled tanks are in the way of future development. To deal with this we have developed the use
of air driven cutting tools to safely cold cut open such tanks. This enables the fill material to be disposed
of safely and the tanks themselves to be smelted for recycling.

Nitro-foam Inerting
Nitro-foam Inerting is an environmentally sound and
cost effective method of temporarily making tanks safe
prior to cleaning for re-use or excavation. DP Fuel Tank
Services has developed a compact Nitro-foam Inerting
system that consolidates previously separate
components, packs neatly away into a small
compartment on a vehicle and produces the perfect
foam every time - whatever the local water quality.
(See over)

The perfect way to make a t ank safe
DP Fuel Tank Services uses Nitro-foam inerting as an environmentally
sound and cost effective method of temporarily making tanks safe
prior to cleaning for re-use or excavation.
We prefer using Nitro-foam rather than the alternative of water filling,
as it uses far less water. The nitrogen filled bubbles force out fuel
vapour and then dissolve away to virtually nothing. As well as saving
water, a substantial cost these days, Nitro-foaming also saves time,
as it requires only one operation rather than two and avoids delays
waiting for tankers.
Having worked with Nitro-foam for
several years, we decided the
equipment needed a thorough redesign, to make it easier, safer and
more efficient to use.
The new equipment operates from its
own compartment on a DP Fuel Tank
Services vehicle, eliminating the need to
unload. Its main components all fit
within a single compact casing with
clear controls and instruments, reducing
trip hazards and making it easier to use.
As water quality differs from place to
place, the bubbles produced by
previous systems could also vary
widely, hampering the efficiency of the
product, but our new system can be adjusted to
allow for these differences, to create the perfect
foam every time.

Don’t take
chances,
call in the
experts

See all services on our web site
For full
information on all
our services, plus
news items and
videos, please
visit our web site
at the address
below right.
You can also
request a
brochure and
download our
latest newsletter
and back issues.
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